
MSUA Minutes August 10,2020 

Open at 7pm - Moment of Silence followed by the reading of the Twelve Traditions, Twelve 
Concepts, and the Service Prayer 
 
New GSRs/Alt GSRs/Visitors - ? 
 
Mail - ? 
 
Roll Call - 7 out of 22 groups 
 
After the Weekend - absent 
All about Change - absent  
Basically Lit - Renee 
Came to Believe - absent 
Living Clean - absent 
Miracles at Trinity - absent 
New Freedom- Karlene 
New Perspectives - Leonard 
No Joke on Main - absent 
Over The Wall - absent 
Pigs in Space- absent 
Recovery 101 - Richard 
Saturday Night Sanity - absent 
Serenity Check - absent 
Stepping Free - absent 
Stepping into the Weekend - absent 
Stepping through it all - Jim 
Stepping up - absent 
Straight Lace - absent 
Till the Wheels fall off - Sef 
Whole lava Love - absent 
Working the steps - Stacy 
 
Chairperson- Absent 
Vice chair- OTF 
Treasurer - Adam H 
Secretary - Briana 
RCM - OFT 
Alt RCM - OTF 
Activities - Absent 
H&I - absent 
Literature -- Ivan 
Public Relations - Absent 
Retreat - Absent 
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Trusted Servant Orientation -  skipping orientation 
Announcements - Sef Til the wheels fall off is meeting in the church parking lot. Masks and bring a 
chair, It’s an hour meeting, Karlene - New Freedom Group is meeting in person at Vets Park. Bring 
mask, Chair  
Approval of Minutes -  no minutes. 
 
Trusted Servants reports - Secretary no minutes July, August. 
Treasurer report - Adam gave his report 
RCM - Adam said the Convention is postponed for 2021, Regional PR meeting this coming 
Wednesday, please show up to see how PR works, The Rockfest is happening Sptember 12, 2020 
presale only tickets only.Go to CTNA.org for more info on Rockfest. 
Activities Report - Absent August 17th  
H&I - absent 
Literature - Ivan gave his report and emailed it. Ivan had some questions on the area paying for 
shipping. Adam will go over it with Ivan. Karlene needs a literature order form. Adam has a copy and 
he’ll get it to Ivan. NAWS sent a double order because of the account being active again. Adam told 
CCA not to place oderers to NAWS we have extra. 
Public Relations - Absent 
Retreat- OTF 
 
Group Reports -  

  
● Basically Lit - Meeting on Zoom with alot of support. Not going back into the church anytime 

soon. 
● New Freedom- Karlene meeting at the Vets Park upper lot. 24 addicts at the last meeting, 

Looking into places to meet.  
● New Prespectives Leonard, not meeting yet. Just Chilling and eating chicken tenders 

and fries LOL  
● Stepping through it all - Jim, not meeting at all. 
● Recovery 101- meets on 8x8 Tuesday nights asking to fund flow to WSO.  
● Til the Wheels fall off - Sef meeting at 300 Washington street at 10pm to 11pm they can 

use the bathrooms but have to clean it before they leave 
● Working the Steps - Stacy meeting Monday nights in person and is going well. They have 

to clean up after. 
 
No Break 
Roll Call - No need 
 
Sharing Session - Richard asked about a set of rules for Covid? Adam said that the CTNA.org has 
a list of guidelines we should follow. Jim said groups in New Britain are meeting again. Al W. asked 
groups are requiring masks for groups that meet outside. 3 groups said they are wearing masks and 
can take them off when they sit. Some discussion went around when you should or shouldn’t wear 
masks outside. Adam posted what the state website says. When you can’t maintain 6ft masks are 
required 
 
Old Business- No minutes 
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Elections-  
Vice Chair- OTF 
RCM - OTF 
Alt RCM - OTF 
Retreat - OTF 
 
New Business- Chair and vice chair of the area have different clean time requirements that we 
need to bring up. Al W. had a nominated Leonard for the BOD chair seat for the convention. Leonard 
accepted and qualified. The commitment has a year and half left. It started back in 2019 and ends in 
2022. Al W asked if he could go to the region to get voted in and then go to the BOD. The area is in 
favor of Leonard being on the BOD for MSUA. 
 
Meeting closed 8:06pm 
 


